FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT PUBLIC REQUEST APPEAL LOG

F-2016-00051  NRO CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET JUSTIFICATION FY 2015-2016  GREENEWALD, JOHN  03/31/2017
F-2016-00085  PRINT QUALITY (300+ DPI) PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE PROJECT 102, PROJECT 698BK, PROJECT 770, MULTIGROUP AND STRAWMAN SATELLITES.  DAY, DWAYNE  08/04/2017
F-2017-00051  SPECIFIED DOCUMENTS THAT RELATE TO THE ABILITY OF THE NRO TO OBTAIN ACCESS TO INFORMATION OBTAINED UNDER FISA OR EO 12333  HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH  05/01/2017
F-2017-00067  2016 CBJ  AFTERGOOD, STEVEN  02/02/2017
F-2017-00073  REQUESTING COPIES OF “DOCUMENTATION THAT WAS PROVIDED TO PRESIDENT TRUMP AND/OR U.S. GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS AND THAT WAS SPECIFICALLY PRESENT AT THE DINNER ON FEBRUARY 11, 2017; DOCUMENTATION REFLECTING INFORMATION AND/OR FINDINGS THAT WAS PRODUCED BY NRO AND WAS INCORPORATED INTO THE DOCUMENTS PRESENTED TO PRESIDENT TRUMP AND/OR U.S. GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS; AND DOCUMENTATION MEMORIALIZING THAT PRESIDENT TRUMP ENTERED INTO A SCIF AT MAR-A-LAGO FOR A BRIEFING ON NORTH KOREA BOTH PRIOR TO AND SUBSEQUENT TO THE DINNER WITH PM ABE.”  MOSS, BRADLEY  03/07/2017
F-2017-00078  COPIES OF WRITTEN REQUESTS (WHETHER ISSUED INTERNALLY BY OTHER AGENCIES OR CONGRESS) FOR INVESTIGATIONS OR REPORTS RELATING TO DONALD J. TRUMP, HIS CAMPAIGN OR HIS PRESIDENTIAL TRANSITION TEAM FROM JANUARY 1, 2015 THROUGH JANUARY 19, 2017.  BEST, MICHAEL  02/27/2017
F-2017-00083  ANY AND ALL INFORMATION INCLUDING SATELLITE IMAGERY OF DONG VAI PRISON IN HAIPHONG PROVINCE, QUANG NINH IN NORTH VIETNAM. DATES JUNE 4-JUNE 20, 1992. TO INCLUDE AREAS THAT HAVE HAD GX2527, SEREX, 72TA88 PLUS ANY AND ALL OTHER SYMBOLS, NUMBERS, LETTERS AND TO INCLUDE ALL ANALYSES.  MILLINER, SUSAN  05/01/2017
F-2017-00120  ALL RECORDS PERTAINING TO THE KIDNAPPING (AND ALL RELATED SUBSEQUENT EVENTS) OF TOM FOX, ON NOVEMBER 26, 2005 IN BAGHDAD, IRAQ, AND TO THE MURDER INVESTIGATION RELATING TO TOM FOX. A COPY OF ALL RECORDS PERTAINING TO THE CAPTURE, DETENTION AND JUDICIAL PROCESSING  SOODEN, HARMEET  06/20/2017
F-2017-00153  JEFFREY RICHELSON IS APPEALING THE NRO’S RESPONSE TO CASE F16-0015, ON THE GROUNDS THAT IT HAS NO AUTHORITY TO REFUSE TO PROCESS A LEGITIMATE FOIA REQUEST ON THE GROUNDS THAT THE DOCUMENT IS BEING REVIEWED AS PART OF A SYSTEMATIC DECLASSIFICATION REVIEW.  RICHELSON, JEFFREY  08/02/2017
F-2017-00164  A COPY OF NRO GEOINT CAPABILITIES ON INTELDOC, AS REFERENCED ON THE NRO INTELLIPEDIA PAGE  GREENEWALD, JOHN  10/23/2017
F-2017-00166  A COPY OF THE NRO REFERENCE GUIDE, 2012 (AND NEWER), AS REFERENCED ON THE NRO INTELLIPEDIA PAGE  GREENEWALD, JOHN  12/19/2017
F-2017-00174  INFORMATION REGARDING PUBLIC RELEASE PROGRAMS - SEE ATTACHED INITIAL REQUEST FOR DETAILS  SAI, SAI  11/09/2017